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Abstract

Slow slip events have previously been observed along the Hikurangi subduction zone beneath the North Island of New Zealand.

These slow slip episodes occur both on the shallow plate interface (< 15km depth) and at the deeper end of the seismogenic zone

(> 30km depth). We present the first catalog of low-frequency earthquakes (LFEs) in the Hikurangi subduction zone, located

beneath the Kaimanawa Range on the central Hikurangi margin, downdip of a region that regularly (every 4-5 years) hosts M7

slow slip events. To systematically detect LFEs using continuous seismic data recorded by GeoNet, we developed a matched-

filter technique with template waveforms derived from previous observations of tectonic tremor. The workflow presented in

this work is composed of two iterations of a matched-filter search. In each iteration, the detections were gathered into families

and their common waveforms postprocessed with machine-learning methods to extract high-quality waveforms, allowing us to

pick seismic phase arrivals with which to locate the LFEs. We found that LFEs occur in episodes of intense activity during

the neighboring updip M7 slow slip events. We also observe a recurrence time of 2 years between other large bursts of LFEs,

suggestive of a shorter cycle of slow slip. We hypothesize that these and other frequent LFE episodes highlight smaller slow

transients that have not yet been geodetically observed.
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Abstract20

Slow slip events have previously been observed along the Hikurangi subduction zone be-21

neath the North Island of New Zealand. These slow slip episodes occur both on the shal-22

low plate interface (< 15km depth) and at the deeper end of the seismogenic zone (>23

30km depth). We present the first catalog of low-frequency earthquakes (LFEs) in the24

Hikurangi subduction zone, located beneath the Kaimanawa Range on the central Hiku-25

rangi margin, downdip of a region that regularly (every 4-5 years) hosts M7 slow slip events.26

To systematically detect LFEs using continuous seismic data recorded by GeoNet, we27

developed a matched-filter technique with template waveforms derived from previous ob-28

servations of tectonic tremor. The workflow presented in this work is composed of two29

iterations of a matched-filter search. In each iteration, the detections were gathered into30

families and their common waveforms postprocessed with machine-learning methods to31

extract high-quality waveforms, allowing us to pick seismic phase arrivals with which to32

locate the LFEs. We found that LFEs occur in episodes of intense activity during the33

neighboring updip M7 slow slip events. We also observe a recurrence time of 2 years be-34

tween other large bursts of LFEs, suggestive of a shorter cycle of slow slip. We hypoth-35

esize that these and other frequent LFE episodes highlight smaller slow transients that36

have not yet been geodetically observed.37

Plain Language Summary38

Slow slip is fault slip at depth that lasts days, weeks or months, rather than oc-39

curring abruptly over a few seconds like regular earthquakes. Geodetic instruments record40

the surface displacement resulting from deep fault slip and provide invaluable informa-41

tion regarding the duration, amount, and extent of slow slip. Detailed studies of slow42

slip suggest that their timing and location influence the seismic cycle of nearby faults43

and may even trigger large earthquakes. Despite releasing little seismically detectable44

energy, slow slip is often accompanied by tiny seismic signals. These tiny signals are called45

low-frequency earthquakes, and their activity is a powerful indicator of when and where46

slow slip is happening. In this study, we develop a new approach to detect low-frequency47

earthquakes, revealing the first observations of low-frequency earthquakes in the Hiku-48

rangi subduction zone beneath the north island of New Zealand. Our catalog of LFEs49

represents a unique opportunity to study the slip history at depth beneath the North50

Island of New Zealand.51

1 Introduction52

The term ”slow earthquake” is commonly used to describe fault-slip events at rup-53

ture velocities below standard earthquake rupture velocities and encompasses a range54

of phenomena such as tectonic tremor (Obara, 2002; Rogers & Dragert, 2003), low-frequency55

earthquakes (LFEs) (Shelly et al., 2007), very-low-frequency earthquakes (Ito et al., 2007)56

and slow slip events (Rogers & Dragert, 2003; Radiguet et al., 2012). These events are57

interpreted to represent shear slip along a fault (Shelly et al., 2007), similar to classic58

earthquakes, but with longer durations and less radiated seismic energy. Shelly et al. (2007)59

demonstrated that tectonic tremor (hereafter referred to as tremor) is, at least partially,60

the composite signal of many LFEs superposed over one another in time, suggesting that61

tremor and LFEs are different manifestations of the same phenomenon. The spatio-temporal62

correlation of tremors and LFEs with slow slip events has been extensively reported, es-63

pecially where dense seismic networks have been installed, namely in Mexico, Cascadia,64

and Japan (e.g. Kostoglodov et al., 2010; Shelly et al., 2006; Bostock et al., 2012; W. B. Frank65

et al., 2014). LFEs in particular are now considered a seismic indicator of slow slip and66

can be used as in-situ monitor of slip (W. B. Frank et al., 2015; W. B. Frank, 2016; W. B. Frank67

& Brodsky, 2019). Uncovering previously undetected slow slip events using LFEs pro-68

vides a means to improve the spatio-temporal resolution of images of slow slip along a69
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plate boundary (W. B. Frank et al., 2018). We focus here on the Hikurangi margin of70

New Zealand, where there have been many reports of slow slip (Wallace, 2020), but there71

does not yet exist a catalog of low-frequency earthquakes.72

New Zealand is located at the plate boundary between the Pacific and Australian73

Plates (Figure 1). Beneath the North Island, the Pacific Plate is subducting below the74

Australian Plate along the Hikurangi Subduction Zone, at a convergence rate ranging75

from 60 mm/year at the northern Hikurangi trough to 20 mm/year in the south, based76

on elastic block modeling of GNSS data (Wallace et al., 2004). The overall Pacific–Australian77

Plate convergence rate through the New Zealand region is 39-45 mm/year DeMets et al.78

(1990) and Beavan et al. (2002). This southward decrease in relative plate motions is79

due primarily to rapid clockwise rotation of the Hikurangi Subduction Margin’s forearc80

(Wallace et al., 2004), which also leads to back-arc extension in the Taupō Volcanic Zone.81

The northern South Island region is the site of the transition from Hikurangi subduc-82

tion to strike-slip dominated motion along the Marlborough Fault System and onto the83

Alpine Fault. Slow slip events in the Hikurangi Subduction Zone exhibit diverse dura-84

tions, magnitudes, and recurrence intervals that vary spatially (Douglas et al., 2005; Wal-85

lace & Beavan, 2006, 2010; Wallace & Eberhart-Phillips, 2013; Koulali et al., 2017; Wal-86

lace, 2020).87

Deep slow slip can be observed at the Hikurangi subduction zone at three main lo-88

cations along the plate interface: beneath the Kapiti coast region, northwest of Welling-89

ton (25–50 km deep), beneath the Manawatu region (15–50 km deep) and beneath the90

Kaimanawa ranges in the central North Island (30–40 km deep) (Figure 1) (Wallace, 2020).91

Kapiti and Manuwatu slow-slip episodes have durations of 1 to 2 years, recurrence times92

of approximately 5 years and typically involve a large amount of slip (≥ 30 cm) (Wallace93

& Beavan, 2010). Manawatu slow slip events have been observed geodetically with GNSS94

positioning in 2004–2005, 2010–2011, and 2014–2015. These slow slip events are observed95

to often occur soon after Kapiti events, suggesting a northward migration from the Kapiti96

to the Manawatu region (Wallace et al., 2014). In contrast, slow slip events beneath the97

Kaimanawa range have shorter duration, lasting for 2 to 3 months and generating ap-98

proximately 2–5 cm on the plate interface and were most clearly observed in 2006 and99

2008 (Wallace & Eberhart-Phillips, 2013).100

Tectonic tremors have been documented at multiple locations throughout New Zealand.101

In the Hikurangi margin many studies have reported observed ambient tectonic tremor102

at shallow depths offshore Gisborne and along the East Coast of North Island (Kim et103

al., 2011; Todd & Schwartz, 2016; Todd et al., 2018; Romanet & Ide, 2019). Deeper tremor104

has also been observed beneath the Manuwatu region (Fry et al., 2011; Ide, 2012; Ro-105

manet & Ide, 2019). Recently Romanet and Ide (2019) observed tremor beneath the Marl-106

borough Fault System, but it remains unclear whether this is due to slip on the faults107

of the Marlbrough Fault system, or the underlying Hikurangi subduction system. A. Wech108

et al. (2012) observed tremor on the deep extent of the central Alpine Fault, and Romanet109

and Ide (2019) observed tremor beneath Fiordland in southern South Island, likely as-110

sociated with slip on the Puysegur/Fiordland subduction system. So far, the only ob-111

servations of LFEs in New Zealand have been made on the Alpine Fault (Chamberlain112

et al., 2014; Baratin et al., 2018) where they have been used to infer quasi-continuous113

slip on the deep extent of the fault.114

Matched-filtering or template matching techniques, in which the seismograms of115

a template event are correlated with continuous data to detect similar waveforms, have116

been widely used to study tremors and LFEs (e.g. Obara, 2002; Shelly et al., 2007; Brown117

et al., 2008; Ide, 2010; Bostock et al., 2012; W. B. Frank et al., 2013; Chamberlain et al.,118

2014; Baratin et al., 2018; Sáez et al., 2019; Romanet & Ide, 2019). Several methods suc-119

cessfully extracted LFEs from tremor waveforms in the past (Brown et al., 2008; W. Frank120

& Shapiro, 2014; Poiata et al., 2018). We develop here a workflow to construct, pick and121

locate LFE templates with high-precision and generate the first LFE catalog beneath122
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the North Island of New Zealand making use of the tremor catalog published by Romanet123

and Ide (2019).124

2 Low-frequency earthquake detection workflow125

Low-frequency earthquakes (LFEs) have potential to provide a powerful in-situ mon-126

itor of where and when slow slip events occur, but a detailed catalog is necessary to fully127

exploit this relationship (W. B. Frank & Brodsky, 2019). As LFEs are tiny signals buried128

in tremor waveforms (Shelly et al., 2006; W. B. Frank et al., 2013), we designed an ap-129

proach inspired by Shelly and Hardebeck (2010), Chamberlain et al. (2014), Beaucé et130

al. (2019) and Park et al. (2020) with the key difference that we used tremors directly131

as template waveforms (Figure 1) to extract LFEs in an iterative approach of template132

matching, clustering and stacking.133

For the matched-filter search, we have used the efficient GPU-based Fast-Matched-134

Filter routine developed by Beaucé et al. (2018). The workflow presented in this work135

is summarized in Figure 2 and incorporates three iterations of a matched-filter search136

(steps 3, 9, 13). In the initial matched-filter search (step 3), we use a composite template137

catalog containing 257 automatic detections of LFEs made using the BackTrackBB code138

(Poiata et al., 2016) (step 1) and 323 events from the tremor catalog of Romanet and139

Ide (2019) beneath the Kaimanawa Ranges (step 2). For the automated detection us-140

ing BackTrackBB, we used parameters similar to those adopted byPoiata et al. (2018)141

and a 1D velocity model sampled from the 3D model of Eberhart-Phillips et al. (2010)142

at the center of the tremor cluster (step 2). For the templates issued from the tremor143

catalog Romanet and Ide (2019), the S-wave arrival times at each stations are derived144

from the theoretical arrival time from the location given in the catalog. For the templates145

extracted with BackTrackBB of Poiata et al. (2016), the S-waves arrival are obtained146

from the maximum of correlation between each pair of stations.147

We scanned the continuous seismograms from 12 GeoNet broadband stations sam-148

pled at 100 Hz recorded between 2008 to mid-2020 (Figure S1) (step 3) and bandpass149

filtered at 2–10 Hz, representing the frequency-band in which the tremors have been ob-150

served (Romanet & Ide, 2019). We used 10 s-long templates, starting 2 s before and end-151

ing 8 s after the S-wave to account for picking uncertainties and to include the coda of152

the S-wave in the template waveform. We used an initial detection threshold of 7 times153

the daily median absolute deviation (MAD) and rely on later steps in the workflow to154

remove false detections associated with this low threshold. This low initial threshold al-155

lows us to detect closely-spaced but not necessarily co-located LFEs as well as repeats156

of the same family (W. B. Frank & Abercrombie, 2018). This first iteration resulted in157

35779 detections.158

Following initial matched-filter detection, we applied a signal enhancement step.159

This involves constructing a waveform matrix for each template, station and component,160

composed of waveforms starting 90 s before and ending 90 s after each detection to pro-161

vide an estimate of the overall signal-to-noise ratio of the detection (step 4 and Figure162

S3a). Below, we refer to all the detections made by a specific template as a family, de-163

fined by the template’s waveforms and location. Families with fewer than 10 detections164

were discarded.165

We next applied a deblurring filter (step 5) (Lim, 1990), otherwise known as a local-166

mean filter or Wiener filter (Moreau et al., 2017; Beaucé et al., 2019), to each family’s167

waveform matrix. For this filter, we defined a sliding window of size N×M , where N168

is the number of detections and M is the number of samples in the time domain. The169

deblurring filter is implemented as follows: if x is the input signal then the output y is170
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such that171

y =

{
σ2

σ2
x
mx +

(
1− σ2

σ2
x

)
x σ2

x ≥ σ2

mx σ2
x < σ2

(1)

where mx and σ2
x are the local estimate of the mean and variance, respectively, and σ2

172

is the noise threshold estimated as the average of all the estimated local variances. Ap-173

plying this filter enhances the portion of the waveforms in which the local variance, i.e.174

the variance of all the waveforms contained in the sliding window, is low compare to the175

noise threshold. It smooths the waveforms where the local variance is higher than the176

noise threshold by averaging each waveforms in the sliding window (Figure S3). After177

several tests of the effects of varying M , the width of the sliding window, after visual in-178

spection, we conclude that 100 samples, which corresponds to 1 s for the 100 Hz-sampled179

waveforms, seems to be the optimal size for improving the signal-to-noise ratio.180

Previous iterative stacking and matched-filtering routines have employed a simple181

linear stack of events within a family to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio of subsequent182

generations of templates (e.g. Chamberlain et al., 2014). However, we found that when183

we attempted this that our second-generation templates were degraded due to high noise184

levels. Instead of stacking all waveforms, we therefore identified the most similar wave-185

forms within a family and stacked only these subsets of events to obtain higher stack-186

ing gain. With this approach, we constructed correlation/dissimilarity matrices for all187

families and employed an unsupervised learning approach to identify the most similar188

waveforms.189

To construct the similarity matrix for each station and component, we correlated190

the detections with each other in a 10 s window centered on each detection (step 6). We191

allowed a ±0.5 s shift in the alignment of waveforms for correlation in order to find the192

maximum correlation coefficient between any two waveforms. To obtain a unique sim-193

ilarity matrix CC for each family, the correlation coefficient between event u and v, CCu,v,194

is computed as the mean of the correlation between u and v at all stations and compo-195

nents available. This unique similarity matrix is then converted into a dissimilarity ma-196

trix D as Du,v = 1− CCu,v.197

This dissimilarity matrix provides an indication of the distance between events such198

that low values in D indicate events close in correlation-space to each other and high val-199

ues indicate disparate events in correlation-space (Chamberlain et al., 2018). Note that200

here, we set negative correlations to zero, and hence the maximum of D is 1.201

To then construct clusters of similar events, we used the Hierarchical Agglomer-202

ative Clustering (HAC) (Müllner, 2011) unsupervised learning algorithm (Figure 2). The203

HAC algorithm begins with a forest of clusters as each detection is a single cluster. At204

each iteration the two closest clusters are merged, forming a branch. The algorithm con-205

tinues until all the detections are gathered into a unique cluster known as the root. This206

is a “bottom-up” approach starting with no events grouped, and is in contrast to the Hi-207

erarchical Divisive Clustering (Kaufman & Rousseeuw, 2009) which involves a “top-down”208

approach in which all events are initially linked in a single cluster.209

To compute the distance between clusters we used the average linkage method (Sokal,210

1958), which estimates the distance between clusters as the average of the pairwise dis-211

tances between potential cluster members. As described by Park et al. (2020), we judged212

the average linkage method more suitable to our approach in comparison to other meth-213

ods such as the single or the complete linkage methods that consider the closest and the214

farthest detections in each cluster, respectively, to merge them together. The average215

linkage between clusters A and B can be written as:216

L =
1

|A||B|
∑
u∈A

∑
v∈B

Du,v (2)

where, Du,v is the distance between event u and v.217
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We use a dendogram to illustrate the arrangement of the observations (Figure S2).218

To delineate clusters within each family, we must select a dissimilarity threshold above219

which events are treated as unclustered. We assume that families contain both low-quality220

(noisy) detections and high-quality (clear) detections, and that the high-quality detec-221

tions are more similar to each other than to the poor-quality detections whose correla-222

tions may be dominated by uncorrelated noise. We can thus define a dissimilarity thresh-223

old to select the high quality waveforms for stacking to create a high signal-to-noise ra-224

tio waveform representative of the entire family of detections.225

To define the dissimilarity threshold for each family we chose the highest dissim-226

ilarity that allowed us to regroup 80% of the family’s detections into one cluster. By do-227

ing so, we are effectively excluding from the stack the 20% of the detections that are the228

least similar to the rest of the family (Figure 2 and S1). Removing approximately 20%229

of the least-similar detections is a compromise between the completeness of the catalogue230

and the quality of the extracted waveforms constituting the main cluster.231

3 Location and relocation of the low-frequency earthquake candidates232

Once extracted, we linearly stacked the deblurred waveforms of the main cluster233

for each station and component to create a new template of higher signal-to-noise ra-234

tio (step 7). We visually confirmed the higher quality of the new templates (step 8) be-235

fore proceeding to a second iteration of the matched-filter search (step 9). With the sec-236

ond iteration we obtained 85856 detection and after repeating steps 4–7 with this new237

set of detections (step 10), we were able to manually pick S-waves arrivals on all fam-238

ilies and P-waves, which were previously below the noise level, emerged for a majority239

of the LFE candidates (step 11).240

After two iterations we were able to manually pick 445 P- and 963 S-phases on the241

stacked waveforms for the 111 remaining families at this stage (Figure 3a). We then com-242

puted absolute hypocenter locations for the picked events using the NonLinLoc algorithm243

(Lomax et al., 2000) and the same 1D velocity model adapted from Eberhart-Phillips244

et al. (2010) used for preliminary locations in step 1 with BackTrackBB (Poiata et al.,245

2016). Our selection of templates for the final matched-filter iteration relies on the qual-246

ity of the location of these events, evaluated based on the maximum length of the 68%247

(or 1σ) error ellipsoid’s three semi-axes. We retained the events that had all the 68% er-248

ror ellipsoid semi-axes less than or equal to 20 km (Figure 3b and S2). This threshold249

represents a good compromise between the number of events that we would use for the250

next sections and not too large location uncertainties (Figure S4). A total of 108 over251

111 families could be located with picks at 4 or more stations and 77 families were lo-252

cated with a 68% error ellipsoid with semi-axis smaller than 20 km.253

The remaining families are concluded to contain true LFE detections for three main254

reasons: (1) the waveforms of the templates and detections are dominated by energy in255

the 2–8 Hz band as is characteristic for low-frequency earthquakes (Shelly et al., 2006);256

(2) the families’ hypocenters are found to be located near the plate interface as expected257

(Brown et al., 2009); (3) their detections are dominated by bursts of activity or event258

swarms, the defining feature of LFE activity (W. B. Frank et al., 2014) (Figure 3c and259

Figure 5a). Swarms of regular earthquakes are also commonly associated with shallow260

SSEs at the Hikurangi subduction margin as well (Delahaye et al., 2009), although the261

depth and frequency content mark our detections as distinct from regular earthquakes.262

After locating the LFE families with NonLinLoc (Lomax et al., 2000) and after se-263

lecting a subset of families for further analysis based on the size of their 68% error el-264

lipsoid, we find that most events locate around the location of the plate interface from265

the interface model of Williams et al. (2013) (Figure 4). We expect LFEs to occur on266

the plate interface (Brown et al., 2009) and we thus compute relative locations of the267
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LFE families to discern whether their locations collapse to the plate interface. To do so,268

we use the relocation algorithm GrowClust (Trugman & Shearer, 2017), a relocation al-269

gorithm that employs hierarchical clustering to find neighbouring events, and relocation270

within clusters based on the minimization of differential travel-time residuals within clus-271

ters. GrowClust makes use of differential travel time observations, cross-correlation val-272

ues, and reference starting locations to group and relocate events.273

For a given event pair u and v, the GrowClust algorithm computes a similarity co-274

efficient Zij of each distinct event pair. This similarity coefficient is the sum over the cross-275

correlation values rij;k for the k common stations within a maximum station distance276

∆max and that exceed a minimum value rmin:277

Zij =
∑
k

rij;k ∀rij;k ≥ rmin and ∆k ≤ ∆max (3)

To relocate the LFE candidates, we set the maximum inter-station distance ∆max278

to 102 km, to be higher than the maximum of the inter-station distance of the our net-279

work which is approximately 101 km. We tested different values for rmin ranging from280

0.1 to 0.6, implying a low to high acceptance threshold of the similarity between event281

pairs. A higher threshold would lead GrowClust to create more localized clusters with282

higher accuracy. We noticed that increasing the value of rmin led to a smaller number283

of relocated events but ultimately produced similar results for those events relocated.284

We found that for all values of rmin, the LFE families were always relocated closer to285

the interface (see Figures 4, S3 and S4 for rmin = 0.6, 0.4 and 0.2 respectively). With286

rmin = 0.6, 44 LFE stacks were relocated.287

4 Source Mechanism Estimation288

In addition to LFEs having locations consistent with the plate interface, we expect289

LFEs to have source mechanisms consistent with shear failure on planes with similar ge-290

ometry to the regional subduction interface. Determining the source mechanism of low-291

frequency earthquakes has been challenging in the past due to the events’ characteris-292

tically low signal-to-noise ratios, but past observations of shear mechanisms have pro-293

vided strong evidence of LFE relationships to plate boundary slip (Shelly et al., 2007;294

Ide et al., 2007; W. B. Frank et al., 2013; Baratin et al., 2018). Because our events rep-295

resent the first LFE detections on the deep extent of the Hikurangi Subduction Zone,296

we attempted to determine their geometric consistency with slip on the plate interface,297

and rule-out their possible association with deep volcanic events (e.g. Reyners, 2010; Hurst298

et al., 2016).299

We first attempted to fit the waveforms of the LFE stacks with synthetic ones for300

a range of different assumed geometries, following a similar approach to that of W. B. Frank301

et al. (2013). We generated synthetic waveforms using the Axitra code (Coutant, 1989)302

and Green’s functions derived from the 1D velocity model sampled from the 3D model303

of Eberhart-Phillips et al. (2010). We aligned the P and S arrivals of the LFE stacks and304

synthetic waveforms using cross-correlation, and we normalized the stacked LFE wave-305

forms by the amplitude at the station where it is maximum for the S-wave and normal-306

ized the synthetic waveforms so the amplitude at the same station is 1. Finally, we com-307

puted the average root-mean-square amplitude difference between real and synthetic wave-308

forms over all stations and components. We were unable to obtain a compelling result309

using this method and could not find a common mechanism for the LFE candidates. It310

is likely that our workflow, combining the deblurring filter and stacking (Section 2) may311

have altered the waveforms in a non-linear sense relative to the true LFE source mech-312

anism.313

As an alternative approach, we opted to investigate the amplitude ratio between314

P and S waves at the different stations of the network used in this study. Measured S/P315
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ratios reflect the radiation patterns of P- and S-waves and are thus indicative of an earth-316

quake’s focal mechanism (Hardebeck & Shearer, 2003).317

To simplify the determination of LFE source mechanisms, we assume a double cou-318

ple LFE source and search over the strike, dip and rake of focal planes. We generated319

a data set of synthetic waveforms with a sampling rate of 20 Hz for a source located at320

the barycenter of the relocated LFE candidates (approximately at a latitude of -39°, lon-321

gitude of 176°E and depth of 50 km) with a strike ranging from 0 to 360°sampled every322

20°, a dip between 0 and 90°, sampled every 10°and we used a rake fixed at 120°. This323

assumption is based on observations during deep slow slip events beneath Manawatu (Wallace324

& Beavan, 2010) and the Kaimanawa ranges (Wallace & Eberhart-Phillips, 2013) where325

the direction of slip on the interface appears to be oblique (component of right lateral326

and reverse) and parallel to the Pacific-Australia plates motion (Wallace et al., 2004; Wal-327

lace & Beavan, 2010, and references therein).328

We then compared these synthetic waveforms to the LFE stacks and searched for329

the best strike and dip angles that describe the distribution of the measured amplitude330

ratios. Before computing the amplitude ratios of both the real and synthetic waveforms,331

we down-sampled the real LFE candidates waveforms to 20 Hz and bandpass filtered both332

the real and synthetic data to 2–4 Hz to simplify the waveforms. For each candidate and333

at each station, we measured the maximum amplitude of the P wave on the vertical com-334

ponent and divided this by the mean of the S-wave amplitude maxima measured on both335

horizontal components for both real and synthetic data. For individual stations we com-336

pared the ratio measured on the synthetic waveforms for each source mechanism to the337

distribution of the amplitude ratios for the real data, represented by the violin-plots in338

Figure 6a.339

To then determine the optimal mechanism, we computed a score representing the340

proportion of stations for which the synthetic amplitude ratio falls into the 10–90% in-341

terquartile range of the distribution of the observed amplitude ratio. This allowed us to342

map the scores obtained for different strikes and dips (Figure 6b). We found that the343

mechanisms that have the highest score (0.83) for all LFE families have a strike of 240°and344

a dip of 30°(Figure 6a and b) for a rake of 120°for a source located at the barycenter of345

the LFE stacks. This source mechanism is consistent with the expected geometry of the346

Hikurangi subduction (e.g. Wallace et al., 2004; Williams et al., 2013).347

5 Discussion and Conclusions348

In the work presented here, we developed an original methodology to extract low-349

frequency impulsive signals buried in tremor that we interpret as low-frequency earth-350

quakes (LFEs). Our workflow combines matched-filtering, clustering and stacking in an351

iterative approach to increase the signal-to-noise ratio sufficiently to manually pick P and352

S waves arrivals. After only two iterations, we were able to build a catalog containing353

more than 300 times the initial number of events in the tremor catalog of Romanet and354

Ide (2019).355

5.1 Evidence for low-frequency earthquakes356

To demonstrate that these events are indeed low-frequency earthquakes, we inves-357

tigated different spatio-temporal characteristics of the families and estimated their source358

mechanism, assuming that they involve reverse faulting. As seen in Figures 3 and 5, the359

detected events tend to cluster in time in burst-like episodes; this is also true if we con-360

sider the activity of single families. Such behavior has been observed for low-frequency361

earthquakes in other regions and concluded to be associated with slow slip activity (e.g.362

Shelly et al., 2006; W. B. Frank et al., 2014; Chamberlain et al., 2014; W. B. Frank, 2016).363
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Further evidence supporting the tectonic nature of these low-frequency earthquakes364

is the location of the families. We first located our events using NonLinLoc (Lomax et365

al., 2000) using manually picked P- and S-wave arrivals for 71 families. Our subsequent366

relocation of these events using GrowClust (Trugman & Shearer, 2017) provides higher-367

resolution locations close to the plate interface, at approximately 50 km depth (at –39°N368

latitude and 176°E longitude). However, our location procedure only made use of a 1D369

velocity model sampled from the 3D model of (Eberhart-Phillips et al., 2010). In the con-370

text of a subduction zone, and the nearby Taupō Volcanic Zone, this approximation may371

have a pronounced effect on the travel times computed by NonLinLoc, potentially in-372

troducing errors in the relocation. However, given the methodology presented here which373

stacks filtered waveforms which can lead to hardly quantifiable changes in the observed374

arrival times, we judged that the use of 3-D model would not bring significant informa-375

tion.376

The final evidence we present in this work is the likely source mechanism of the de-377

tected events. By comparing the amplitude ratio of P- and S-waves between the LFE378

candidates and synthetic waveforms, we were able to identify the strike and the dip of379

the most representative double-couple source mechanism of the candidates. We addition-380

ally tested two different depths, 45 and 55 km (see Figure S9) which resulted in similar381

results with strike angles ranging from 220 to 240°and dip angles ranging from 30 to 50°knowing382

the direction of the dipping slab and assuming the convention that the interface is dip-383

ping to the right. The resulting source parameters are in agreement with the parame-384

ters expected for a rupture on the plate interface at these depths (Wallace et al., 2004).385

The elastic-block model of Wallace et al. (2004) shows that all the strike-slip component386

has been accommodated by the rotation of the East part of the North Island and crustal387

faults. This implies that at depth, rupture on the interface should be oriented West-East388

parallel to the direction of convergence between the Australian and Pacific plates (DeMets389

et al., 1990). Manawatu’s SSEs also exhibit a generally east-west direction of slip along390

the interface (e.g. Wallace & Beavan, 2010).391

Taking these three key observations into account, we are confident that these events392

are LFEs associated with deep slip along the the Hikurangi subduction plate boundary.393

These LFEs thus represent a unique opportunity to investigate the slip history of the394

deeper portion of the seismogenic zone beneath the North Island.395

5.2 Workflow Enhancements396

Although our methodology has successfully detected LFEs for the first time on the397

deep extent of the Hikurangi margin, several areas can be further examined and poten-398

tially improved. The use of the hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm on the399

dissimilarity matrix (built from the correlations between all the detections in a family)400

is less conservative than using the correlation between the detections and the parent tem-401

plate. The comparison of all detections with all other detections potentially provides a402

means to extract a new generation of templates that represent a somewhat different source403

to the original template, but is more representative of the entire family of detections. We404

also observed that for a few families the hierarchical agglomerative clustering was gen-405

erating secondary smaller, but significant, clusters that could be used to construct tem-406

plates for ”sub-families”. These secondary clusters could reflect events at other locations407

and/or with a different source mechanism to the original templates.408

The deblurring of waveforms before the linear stack significantly improves the signal-409

to-noise ratio. The number of the samples chosen for the deblurring moving-window is410

important as a short window length would be unlikely to improve the signal-to- noise411

ratio (e.g. with 25 samples in Figure S10) while longer windows will actually distort and412

smooth the waveforms (e.g. 1000 samples in Figure S11). Moreau et al. (2017) suggested413

a rule of thumb where the number of samples in the deblurring moving window should414
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be set to M ≥ Fs/Fm, where Fm is the highest frequency in the signal and Fs the sam-415

pling rate. By choosing M = 100 (≥ Fs/Fm = 100Hz/10Hz), we smooth the signal by416

choosing a longer time window.417

After the deblurring filter and the clustering steps we chose to use a linear rather418

than non-linear stacking technique, such as a phase-weighted stack (Schimmel & Paulssen,419

1997; Thurber et al., 2014). We did not use non-linear stacking because, although these420

methods can greatly improve the signal-to-noise ratio, they also distort the waveforms,421

as pointed out by Baratin et al. (2018) and Beaucé et al. (2019). This kind of stacking422

could nevertheless be useful for phase-picking (Thurber et al., 2014; Baratin et al., 2018).423

The deblurring filter we employed is not the only possible signal-enhancement method424

available, and we also tested the Singular Value Decomposition based Wiener filter (SVDWF)425

proposed by Moreau et al. (2017) and later used by Beaucé et al. (2019) in a deblurring426

and stacking routine as well. The SVDWF includes spectral filtering, which keeps a cer-427

tain number of singular vectors extracted from the singular value decomposition, and428

a deblurring filter also called a Wiener filter. We found that applying the deblurring fil-429

ter on a limited number of singular vectors did not improve significantly the signal to430

noise ratio in comparison of using only the deblurring filter on the largest cluster of wave-431

forms.432

5.3 LFE Occurrence433

Regarding the weekly count of detection shown in Figure 5a, we observe a strong434

burst of activity in 2008, starting at the beginning of the catalog. We also observe that435

the inter-event time (Figure 5b) is reduced and this period could be interpreted as a very436

large and continuous burst of LFEs. However, we note that the stations we chose to use437

for this study were not all fully operational until 2015 (Figure S1), especially for this par-438

ticular period in 2008, when only 3 stations were available. This implies that with fewer439

stations, we have more detections but probably with a larger false detection rate. Nev-440

ertheless, the peak in detections seen after 2015, similar to the one in 2018, does not cor-441

respond to a significant change in the number of stations. In addition, when we used a442

matched-filter threshold of 10 x MAD, resulting in fewer, but higher-quality detections,443

this initial burst of activity remained (Figure S6). We suggest that the bursts of LFEs444

observed after 2008 are real and represent episodes of increased slip-rate on the deep ex-445

tent of the Hikurangi subduction margin.446

While Hardebeck and Shearer (2003) highlights the usefulness of the S/P ampli-447

tude ratio in the estimation of source mechanism parameters, they sometimes observed448

a scattering of the S/P ratio at the same station for groups of events. Location and ve-449

locity model errors can partly explain this scatter as well as potential differences in source450

mechanism. However, they found that the noise level had a large effect on the scatter-451

ing of the S/P ratio. Here, we computed the amplitude ratio at a single location i.e. the452

barycenter of the LFE families for a first order analysis. This obviously led to a scat-453

tering of the ratio and potentially large distributions (Figure 6a) for the LFE stack mea-454

surements at each station, thus justifying a rather large interquartile range (10%–90%)455

when comparing the observed to synthetic amplitude ratio to estimate the fitting score.456

We speculate that after more iterations of our approach, the signal-to-noise ratio would457

increase, potentially reducing the scatter of the amplitude ratio. This approach could458

potentially be used with several barycenters, accounting for smaller clusters of events rather459

than considering all LFE families at a single location.460

A detailed spatio-temporal analysis of the LFE catalog with respect to the contin-461

uous GNSS positioning is an important next step. As noted by Romanet and Ide (2019)462

and as we observe in Figure 5, only one known slow slip event coincides with increased463

LFE activity in 2010. We can see that this increase of activity into two bursts that cor-464

respond to the beginning and the end of the SSE in the GNSS time series. This SSE was465
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located beneath the Kaimanawa ranges and Manawatu region (Wallace & Beavan, 2010)466

and is located updip of the cluster of LFEs but does not seem to overlap with it (Fig-467

ures 1 and 4). Likewise, the deep Kaimanawa SSEs observed in 2006 and 2008 ((Wallace468

& Eberhart-Phillips, 2013)) are located updip of the LFEs. It is possible that the fre-469

quent LFEs that we observe down-dip of the Kaimanawa and Manawatu SSE source re-470

gions are analogous to the frequent tremor episodes observed below the geodetically de-471

tectable (and less frequent) episodic tremor and slip events (e.g. Obara et al., 2010; A. G. Wech472

& Creager, 2011). That said, we have selected the families based on their location ac-473

curacy obtained from NonLinLoc (Lomax et al., 2000), and these well-located families474

may not represent the complete spatial extent of LFE occurrence here. To identify well-475

located events, we used the three axes of the 68% error ellipsoid derived from the 3D lo-476

cation PDF given by NonLinLoc and in particular half of their total length (Figure S5).477

Setting a threshold on one or several of the semi-axis lengths allowed us to filter out events478

that present a poor location accuracy, i.e. large semi-axis. Visual inspections of the dis-479

tribution of the dimensions of these ellipsoids for each LFE stack (Figure S12) showed480

that imposing a threshold on only the first and second axes would not filter many of the481

events; several ellipsoids would still exhibit large third semi-axis (≥ 40 km). However,482

applying a threshold of 20 km only to the third axis allows us to filter out LFE stacks483

that are poorly located. We noted that the families presenting both a characteristic burst-484

like behavior and a location close to the plate interface have a third semi-axis length be-485

low 20 km. We then relocated the LFE families with GrowClust (Trugman & Shearer,486

2017). In comparison, horizontal and vertical uncertainties obtained from GrowClust are487

on the order of 3–4km (Figure S13). We noticed that increasing the correlation thresh-488

old rmin from 0.1 to 0.6 did not significantly affect the location uncertainties while the489

new locations can change drastically (see Figures 4, S7 and S8), as well as an expected490

decrease in the number of relocated events. This means that the quality of the reloca-491

tion is independent of rmin, hence the differences in locations obtained with different492

threshold may come from the 1D velocity model sampled from the 3D model of Eberhart-493

Phillips et al. (2010) and the initial locations given to GrowClust. It is difficult to dis-494

cuss location accuracy in more detail as we were unable to propagate the uncertainties495

from NonLinLoc into GrowClust with the aim to consider the events location as a prob-496

ability distribution and not as a single point in space. Although the LFEs appear to be497

located largely down-dip of the geodetically detectable SSEs, given the uncertainties pre-498

sented above about the LFE stacks and the uncertainties and the location of the slow-499

slip events, we can’t be certain that there is no overlap between the LFEs and known500

SSEs. Other known SSEs in 2008 and 2014/2015 (Wallace & Beavan, 2010; Wallace, 2020)501

do not correspond to significant bursts of LFEs activity. If LFEs detected here are driven502

by deep slow slip, then geodetic observations would potentially have difficulty captur-503

ing the surface signature of such deep slow slip, particularly if such events are small and504

relatively frequent, as the LFE bursts suggests. The lack of significant LFE bursts dur-505

ing geodetically-detect SSEs also suggests that drawing a direct correlation between slow506

slip and LFEs (and using the LFEs as a way to monitor slow slip) may be less straight-507

forward in the central Hikurangi margin, compared to other slow slip regions ((W. B. Frank508

et al., 2015; W. B. Frank, 2016; W. B. Frank & Brodsky, 2019)). This may be due in part509

to the spatial separation between the LFE region and the geodetically-detectable SSE510

source region.511

We present in this work an original approach to extract low frequency earthquakes512

from the noisy signal of tremors. We applied this approach to the tremor activity oc-513

curring beneath the Kaimanawa range of the North Island, New Zealand to build the514

first catalog of low-frequency earthquakes in the Hikurangi margin. Future work inves-515

tigating precisely where and when LFEs are occurring with respect to slow slip will help516

to improve our understanding of the potential interplay between the aseismic and seis-517

mic component of the earthquake cycle at depth in the Hikurangi subduction zone.518
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Figure 1. Tectonic setting of the study. The tremors (Romanet & Ide, 2019) used as tem-

plates in this study are represented by red circles. The low-frequency earthquakes (LFEs) de-

tected in this study are represented by the purple circles. The GeoNet stations used are the

inverted yellow triangles and the contour lines mark the accumulated slip which occurred during

the most recent Slow Slip Events (Wallace, 2020, and reference therein). The black line marks

the plate boundary between the Pacific and the Australian plates while the dashed lines shown

the position of the subducting slab at depth following Williams et al. (2013) plate interface

model.
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Figure 2. Schematic view of the worklow constructed to extract and refine LFE waveforms

based on the Hikurangi tremor catalog developed by (Romanet & Ide, 2019).
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Figure 3. Summary plot for one LFE family. (a) For each station and component, we show

the waveform stack and the P (green) and S-wave (red) manual picks (plain line) and the pre-

dicted arrival times for the best fitting location (dashed line). (b) We show the NonLinLoc PDF

location function (red dots) with respect to the plate interface (black dashed line). The dimen-

sion of the 68% error ellipsoid semi-axis are shown on the right. (c) the recurrence time between

consecutive events against the cumulative number of events (for this family only) as a function of

time.
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Figure 4. Relocation of the LFE candidates using GrowClust with a rmin = 0.6. The original

location obtain with NonLinLoc is represented by the empty orange circles. The black lines show

the distance between the initial and final locations obtained with GrowClust and represented by

purple circles. The bottom plot shows a East-West projection at depth. the dashed lines shown

the position of the subducting slab at depth following Williams et al. (2013) plate interface

model. The two squares represent the GPS stations THAP (green) and VGMO (blue) used for

comparison in this study (Figure 5)
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Figure 5. Low-frequency earthquake activity and GPS displacement. (a) The weekly detec-

tion counts for the two iterations of our iterative approach are shown in color, with a matched-

filter detection threshold set at 7 x the dayly Median Absolute Deviation of the cross-correlation

time series. The hatched area corresponds to a high detection-rate related to a limited number of

station available. (b) A comparison between GPS time series at two stations (THAP and VGMO

see Figure 4) and the recurrence time between consecutive events against the cumulative number

of events (for all families) along time. The shaded areas correspond to known slow slip events

and their color correspond to their location (see Figure 1).
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Figure 6. Source mechanism strike and dip estimation based on S/P amplitude ratios. (a)

Comparison of the S/P amplitude ratios at each station between the final low-frequency earth-

quakes templates (violins) and the synthetic waveforms assuming a reference source mechanism

with a strike of 240°, a dip of 30°, and a rake of 120°. The score represents the percentage of

synthetic amplitude ratios that fall into the 10%-90% interquartile range (IQR) of the observed

distribution. (b) Representation of the score for different strikes and dips for a given rake of

90°and a depth of 50 km. The green-outlined beachballs represent the mechanisms with the high-

est score (here 0.83). The background levels of gray show the distribution of the score with light

colored areas representing higher scores.
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Figure S1. Example of a short synthetic catalog generated for this study. (left) Spatial

distribution of the synthetic mainshocks (orange) and aftershocks (yellow). The black contours

represent the 2D probability function use to generate the location of these earthquakes. (right)

Cumulative number of the mainshocks and the aftershocks.
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Figure S2. Example of a short synthetic catalog generated for this study. (left) Spatial

distribution of the synthetic mainshocks (orange) and aftershocks (yellow). The black contours

represent the 2D probability function use to generate the location of these earthquakes. (right)

Cumulative number of the mainshocks and the aftershocks.
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Figure S3. Example of a deblurring filter applied on a family. (a) The trace represent the linear

stack of twelve detected events at a given station and component. The waveforms amplitudes are

represented by the color palette. (b) The trace represent the linear stack of twelve detected events

at a given station and component after the use of the deblurring filter with a sliding window of

100 samples (1 second). The waveforms amplitudes are represented by the color palette.
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Figure S4. Number of LFE stack kept as a function of the 68% error ellipsoid semi-axis length

threshold used. In this study we selected a threshold of 20km resulting in a catalog of 77 LFE

stacks.
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Figure S5. Spatial distribution of the LFE candidates. (top) map view representing the

location of the candidates in orange with their 68% error ellipsoid obtained with NonLinLoc

(Lomax et al., 2000). The colored contour lines mark the cumulative slip of the different Slow

Slip Events occurring beneath the North Island since 2002 (Wallace & Eberhart-Phillips, 2013).

(bottom) East-West profile representing the distribution of the LFE candidates at depth. The

dashed lines represents different plate interface profile from Williams et al. (2013).
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Figure S6. low-frequency earthquakes activity and GPS displacement. (a) The weekly

detection counts for the two iteration of our iterative approach are shown in color with a matched-

filter detection threshold set at 10 x Median Absolute Deviation of the cross-correlation time

series. The hatched area correspond to a high detection rate related to a limited number of station

available. (b) A comparison between GPS time series at tow stations (THAP and VGMO see

Figure S4) and the recurrence time between consecutive events against the cumulative number

of events (for all families) along time. The shaded area correspond to known slow slip Events

and their color correspond to their location (see Figure S4).
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Figure S7. Relocation of the LFE candidates using GrowClust with a rmin = 0.4. The orginal

location obtain with NonLinLoc is represented by the empty orange circles. The black lines show

the distance between the initial and new location obtained with GrowClust and represented by

purple circles. a) and b) show respectively a map and a profile view. The dashed lines represents

different plate interface profile from Williams et al. (2013).
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Figure S8. Relocation of the LFE candidates using GrowClust with a rmin = 0.2. Same as

Figure S5.
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Figure S9. Representation of the score for different strikes and dips for a given rake of

90°and depth of 45 (a, b) and 55km (c, d). (a, c) Comparison of the S/P amplitude ratios at

each station between the final low-frequency earthquakes templates (violins) and the synthetic

waveforms assuming a the best fitting source mechanism. The score represents the percentage of

synthetic amplitude ratios that fall into the 10%-90% interquartile range (IQR) of the observed

distribution. (b, d) The green-outlined beachball represents the mechanism with the highest

score. The background levels of gray show the distribution of the score with light colored areas

representing higher scores.
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Figure S10. Example of a deblurring filter applied on a family. (a) The trace represent

the linear stack of twelve detected events at a given station and component. The waveforms

amplitudes are represented by the color palette. (b) The trace represent the linear stack of

twelve detected events at a given station and component after the use of the deblurring filter

with a sliding window of 25 samples (0.25 second). The waveforms amplitudes are represented

by the color palette.
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Figure S11. Example of a deblurring filter applied on a family. (a) The trace represent

the linear stack of twelve detected events at a given station and component. The waveforms

amplitudes are represented by the color palette. (b) The trace represent the linear stack of

twelve detected events at a given station and component after the use of the deblurring filter

with a sliding window of 1000 samples (10 seconds). The waveforms amplitudes are represented

by the color palette.
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Figure S12. Distributions of the location 68% error ellipsoid given by NonLinLoc. (top) the

distributions of each semi-axis length are shown in black, the cumulative number is shown in

red. (top right) the red dashed histogram shows the distribution of the third semi-axis if the two

firsts are lower or equal to 20km. (bottom) distribution of the remaining semi-axis when one is

set to be lower or equal to 20km.
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Figure S13. Distribution of GrowClust uncertainties as a function of the correlation threshold

rmin.
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